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From the Andes to the Amazon
Part 1: Main ldeas (4 points eachJ

ln the space provided, write the letter of the name or term that best completes the

sentence.

a. hydroelectric power f. varied climate

b. push factors and pull factors g. terraced farming

c. pampas

d. infrastructure

e. Andes

h rain forest

i. mineral
j. tourism

'L The Mountains are part of a chain of mountain ranges that run down

the Pacific Coast in North, Central, and South America.

2. The reasons that cause people to leave rural areas and move to cities are known

as _.
3.Cattleandwheatgrainaremostlikelytobefoundinthe-ofArgentina

and Uruguay.

4.MuchofthemorethantwomillionsquaremilesoftheAmazon-is
located in Brazil.

5.Gold,iron,copper,andsilverareamongthe-resourcesthatare
abundant in Latin America.

6. Mountains, the equator, and ocean currents are three reasons for Latin America's

Because of its many rivers and waterfalls, Brazil is rich in 

-.

The growing industry is considered a mixed blessing for Latin

American countries.

refers to transportation, sewers, electricity, and housing in cities.

Though it is an ancient technique, continues to be useful for
preventing erosion in hilly or mountainous areas.
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From the Andes to the Amazon
Part 1: Main ldeas (4 points eachJ

ln the space provided, write the letter of the be$t answer'

'1. Which of the following is NOT the

result of the Presence of the Andes

Mountains in South America?

a. larger concentrations of
population along South America's

northern and eastern coasts

b. the need to learn techniques for

tenaced farming

c. the lack of travel from the Pacific

coast to interior areas

d. the deforestation of the rain forest

2. Which of the following is most

suitable for farming?

a. areas surrounding active volcanoes

b. mountains and hillsides

c. llanos
d. rain forests

3. Which statement best explains why

the river systems of South America

are more important than those of

CentralAmerica?
a. South America has longer rivers

and that makes them important.

b. Central American countries don't

have to depend on rivers because

of their closeness to the oceans.

c. South America needs its rivers

more because it is a larger land

mass than Central America.

d. The climate of Central America

dries up most of the rivers before

they reach the ocean.

4. What techniques cause the shrinking

of the rain forest?

a. slash-and-burn c. inigation

b. terraced farming d. erosion

5. Which is NOT a reason to try to

preserve the rain forest?

a. Drugs and medicines maY be

made from rain forest Plants-

b. Undiscovered sPecies of animals

may live in the rain forest

c. Land is needed for farming'

d. The deforestation of the rain forest

may affect global warming.

o. What two farming techniques helped

the lnca survive in the Andes?

a. slash-and-burn
b. push-and-pull

c. terraces and pulling

d. terraces and irrigation

7. What is the result of changes in

altitude, land on either side of the

equator, and ocean currents?

a. tourism

b. mineraldeposits
c. river systems

d. varied climate and vegetation

8. Which of the following is NOT part of
a city's infrastructure?

a. monuments c. housing

b. sewers d. transportation

9. What is a disadvantage of tourism?

a. new jobs

b. reduction of the income gaP

c. strain on local economies

d. a role in a community's success

10. Which of the following may result

from urbanization?

a. push-and-pull factors

b. earthquakes

c. new water supplies

d. environmental problems
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Part 1: Main ldeas [4 points each)

Write the letter of the name or term that best completes each sentence.

a. maquiladoras

b. capoeira

c. lnca

d. Spanish conquest

e. Mercosur
f. National Action PartY

l. The defeat of the Aztec Empire by Cort6s and his army is known as part of the

2. The trade agreement that is expected to contribute to the economic prosperity of

the United States, Mexico, and Canada is known as

3. Factories along the U.S.-Mexican border that assemble imported materials into

finished goods to be exported are called

4. The party that helped to introduce democracy and maintain political stability for

much of the 20th century was the

S. Two forms of music that started in the Caribbean and spread to other parts of the

world are calypso and

6. The people who built a great empire high in the Andes Mountains were the

7. After Mexico gained its independence from Spain, Central America declared its

independence from Mexico and formed the

g. To increase trade within the region and decrease dependency on unstable global

markets is one goalof

9. The Latin American country with the largest teritory as well as the largest

population is _.
10. Angolans who were brought to Brazil by the Portuguese brought a martial art and

dance called

g. NAFIA
h. United Provinces of Central America

i. ln$titutional Revolutionary Party

j. cultural hearth

k. reggae
l. Brazil
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A Blending of Cultures
Pan I: Main ldeas (4 points eachJ

ln the space provided, write the letter of the best ansu/er in the space provided'

1. Food, language, religion, and art are all examples of how modern Mexico is a blend of

a. Toltec and Mayan influences. c. native and spanish influences.

b. African and spanish influences. d. native and African influences.

2. one of Mexico's main economic challenges has been to develop a modern

a. agricultural economy. c. system of transportation.

b. industrialeconomy. d. education system.

3. The catalyst responsible for the Central American region declaring independence and

forming the United Provinces of Central America was

a. Mexico's declaring independence from Spain.

b. economic advances in Central America.

c. a population increase in the region'

d. a war between Mexico and Central America'

4. The cuiture of Central America and the Caribbean differs from that of Mexico because, in

addition to being shaped by native peoples and the Spanish, it was also influenced by

a. the Taino and Africans. c. the French and Dutch.

b. other Europeans and Africans. d. Native Americans .

S. lt is reasonable to infer that devastating hurricanes can effect the economies of

Caribbean countries because

a. they disrupt tourism, a major source of income. b. residents lack funds to rebuild property.

c. they destroy mining sites. d. they contribute to poverly.

6. panama was an excellent choice of location to build a canal to connect the Atlantic and

Pacific oceans because of its

a. history. b. culture. c, economy. d. geography.

7. Two major goals of Mercosur are to make member economies more stable and to

a. decrease trade within the region.

b. decrease economic dependency on unstable global economies.

c. increase dependency on global markets'

d. increase trade with the United States and Canada.

8. tn spite of Spanish domination, a lasting iegacy of the inca is quechua, their

a. language. b. religion. c. form of government. d. system of law'

9. The Andes Mountains of Peru were the cultural hearth for the

a. Maya. b. Toltec. c. lnca. d. Spanish.

10. Unlike any other countries in Latin America, Brazil was colonized by the

a. SPanish.
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b. Dutch. c. British. d. Portuguese.



Toda 's Issues in Latin America
Pail 1: Main ldeas [4 points each)

ln the space provided, write the letter of the name or term that best answers each

question.

a" land reform

b. biodiversity

c. deforestation

d. caudillo

e. junta

f. debt-for-nature swap
g. oligarchy
h. globalwarming

i. democracy
j. inflation

1. Which term refers to a rise in the prices of goods and services?

2. Which term means the cutting down and clearing away of trees and

forests?

3. Which term is characterized by a rise in temperatures and a change

in climate patterns?

4. Which term names a process of breaking up large landholdings and

giving land to the peoPle?

5. Which term is the name of an agreement in which one partner agrees

to pay off a part of a government debt, and the other partner agrees

to protect a part of the rain forest?

6. Which term refers to the wide range of plant and animal species in

the rain forest?

7. Which term describes a form of government in which people have the

right to speak freely and vote in elections?

8. Which term names a military dictator or political boss?

9. Which term describes a harsh government run by military generals?

10. Which term names a form of government that is run by a few strong

rulers?
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Part 1: Main ldeas (4 points eachJ

Write the letter of the best answer in the space provided'

Toda 's Issues in Latin America

1. What is exchanged in a debt-for-

nature swaP?

a. payment of debt for protection of
part of the rain forest

b. money for Products
c. timber for farmland

d. oxygen for carbon dioxide

2. Which of the following is NOT an

aspect of global warming?

a. buildup of carbon dioxide in the

atmosphere

b. increase in temPeratures

c. decrease in temPeratures

d. climate changes

3. Biodiversity refers to a wide range of
which of the following sPecies?

a. plants

b. insects

c. wildlife
d. all of the above

+. Which of the following have

contributed to the deforestation of

the Amazon rain forest?

a. demand for hardwoods such as

mahogany and cedar

b. clearing of land for farming

c. clearing of forest for cattle to graze

d. all of the above

5. What is the most important reason

that many Latin American citizens

are unable to take advantage of the

free-market economY ?

a. They live in crowded cities.

b. They lack education and cannot
get meaningfuljobs.

c. They live in rural areas.

d. They have manY diseases.

6. Which of the following best

describes the form of government

known as an oligarchlP
a. government bY a few Powerful

rulers

b. a government based on

constitutional freedoms

c. an opposition government

d. a Spanish government

7. Which of the following is the goal of

land reform?

a. to support growing cities

b. to reduce inflation

c. to divide land and wealth more

fairly
d. to end military leadershiP in

government

8. Which term describes a government

under harsh, military leadershiP?

a. junta

b. democracy
c. oligarchy

d. caudillo

9. Which of the following is NOT

associated with a democracy?

a. free speech

b. fair elections

c. citizen particiPation

d. lack of participation for all except

the powerful rulers

10. Which of the following describes

Juan Per6n of Argentina and other

20th-century Latin American

dictators?
a. political reformer

b. caudillo
c. opposition leader

d. elected official
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